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In each of the following sentences, there are drop-down option menus where you must select the
appropriate pronoun form. Submit the quiz using the CHECK ANSWERS. What is the nominative
case ? See examples of the nominative case . See the definition of Nominative Case in Grammar
Monster's list of grammar terms and definitions. The predicate nominative is the noun following a
linking verb that restates or stands for the subject. Typically, a predicate nominative has the same
value or.
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In each of the following sentences, there are drop-down option menus where you must select the
appropriate pronoun form. Submit the quiz using the CHECK ANSWERS.
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Case and Objective Case Pronouns .

Pronoun Case Pronouns are words that Americans often carelessly use in their speech. The
problem is that the use of pronouns must be very clear when we write. Using the objective case
indicates that the pronoun is acting as an object. In each of the following sentences, there are
drop-down option menus where you must select the appropriate pronoun form. Submit the quiz
using the CHECK ANSWERS.
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In each of the following sentences, there are drop-down option menus where you must select the
appropriate pronoun form. Submit the quiz using the CHECK ANSWERS. Using the objective
case indicates that the pronoun is acting as an object.
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Possessive Case worksheets category is where you'll find a number of free print ready classroom
worksheets for you to use with your students. Pronoun Case Pronouns are words that Americans
often carelessly use in their speech. The problem is that the use of pronouns must be very clear
when we write.
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What is the nominative case ? See examples of the nominative case . See the definition of
Nominative Case in Grammar Monster's list of grammar terms and definitions. Using the
objective case indicates that the pronoun is acting as an object. The predicate nominative is the
noun following a linking verb that restates or stands for the subject. Typically, a predicate
nominative has the same value or.
If you have any questions or concerns about this quiz,. Choose the correct case for each pronoun
in the sentences below. Answer the. Your answer: she her . Between you and me, Miranda
should have won. Between you and I, Miranda should have won. You and me both think Miranda
should have won. Previous. 1/ 4. Worksheet 5.7 (Nominative Case and Objective Case
Pronouns) Name______________________________. A. Replace each of the underlined
words or .
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The predicate nominative is the noun following a linking verb that restates or stands for the
subject. Typically, a predicate nominative has the same value or.
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Using Pronouns (Print Quiz). 1. Choose the answer that correctly identifies the case of the
capitalized pronoun: It was SHE who wrote Gone nominative case. Worksheet 5.7 (Nominative
Case and Objective Case Pronouns) Name______________________________. A. Replace
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